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OR RELIGIOUS PARTIES—THE
PARTY'S OVER:
-L. o
The big losers in Israel's national election, along with Likud,
could b e t h e ultra-Orthodox,
who previously wielded extraordinary clout for their numbers.
Besides t h e victorious Labor
Party, t h e leftist Meretz and
nationalist Tsomet parties also
did well, and all t h r e e have
committed themselves to fighting the overt religious coercion
i m p o s e d upon I s r a e l by t h e
ultra-Orthodox. For example,
when t h e ultra-Orthodox persuaded authorities to restrict
public bus service on Sabbath,
Meretz started its own Sabbath
b u s service; a n d T s o m e t ' s
leader, Rafael Eitan, a retired
g e n e r a l , h a s s o u g h t to stop
deferments from compulsory
military service for yeshiva students. The religious parties,
though never holding a large
number of Knesset seats, nevertheless held enough to be a crucial factor for any ruling party
t h a t wanted to form a viable
g o v e r n m e n t , a n d so t h e y
extracted a high price for their
support: about $630 million a
year in government subsidies.
Now t h a t t h e ultra-Orthodox
find themselves outvoted, their
handouts might be drastically
cut. As a r e s u l t , t h e y m i g h t
h a v e to rely on God, w h i c h
might not be so bad, either for
them—or for Israel as well.
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V-JELLING

'OUNT KENNEDY?: RepC
r e s e n t a t i v e Tim J o h n s o n of
South Dakota received a letter
from one Dr. J u r g e n von
Hitzinger, who identified himself as a "trading attache" of
the Kingdom of Albania and the
" p e r s o n a l a t t o r n e y of H i s
Majesty King Zogu III." The letter was an offer to become an
Albanian noble. "Our fatherland," it read, "the Kingdom of
Albania, p o s s e s s e s a d e e p reaching and influential nobility. His Majesty King Zogu III
has decided to use this fact to
help us reach our aims, mentioned
above
[economic
strengthl, and has given the following order: from April 1992
onward it shall be possible for
qualified p e r s o n a l i t i e s to b e
n o m i n a t e d to t h e A l b a n i a n
nobility. All t h e Kingdom of
Albania asks for in return is a
contribution to restore our economy." Prices for an Albanian
title, the letter said, were
$8,900 (count), $14,500 (duke),
and $22,600 (prince). Once a
noble, you would not b e expeced to take on any diplomatic
tasks, "but you are welcome to
attend noble meetings and part i e s given by t h e Royal
Ministry." The letter stated,
too, that it was fine with them if
"you would like to use your title
during an election campaign."
Unfortunately for Congressman
Johnson, under Article 1 of the
United States Constitution,
members of Congress are prohibited from owning titles of
nobility.
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YOURSELF

(PIECE BY PIECE): In h i s
newly r e l e a s e d book Sell
Yourself
to Science,
Jim
Hogshire gives tips on how to
earn a few extra bucks: you can
sell your body, literally. "There
a r e two t i m e s , " h e w r i t e s ,
"when you can sell parts of your
body: while you're still alive and
after you're d e a d . " Hogshire
says that the liver is one of the
best organs to sell "because a
healthy person can lose three
quarters of his liver and survive.
A few weeks later the organ will
have completely regenerated
i t s e l f . " Of course, t h e r e are
p o t e n t i a l h a z a r d s , s u c h as
bleeding to death during t h e
operation. "Serious and unstoppable bleeding kills one in every
100 p a t i e n t s undergoing t h i s
procedure," he cautions. "You
might want to keep this in mind
w h i l e s e t t i n g your p r i c e . "
Corneas, he says, are also a hot
item. Though harvesting them
from live people is illegal in the
United States, overseas they
can b e b o u g h t from living
donors. "The latest information
I have is t h a t t h e price of a
cornea in India is somewhere
around $4,000. Don't ruin
t h i n g s by driving down t h e
price. If an impoverished Indian
p e a s a n t can get four g r a n d ,
p r i c e your eye accordingly."
Here too he warns of the pitfalls: "And yes, you will be disfigured by t h e operation and
probably have to wear an eye
patch or get a glass eye, and you
will lose your depth perception
as well as disqualify yourself for
certain types of jobs and licenses." Hey, times are tough . . .
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V—JLEEPEATER: Most of us
can do a few t h i n g s "in our
sleep," but not eat. Nevertheless, some do eat in their sleep,
literally. S l e e p e a t i n g is an
unusual phenomenon in which
people, sleepwalking, head into
t h e k i t c h e n and m u n c h out.
Usually they are dieters who,
though able to control themselves while awake, can't while
asleep. Sleepeaters binge on
everything, from rich desserts
to raw foods, from full-course
d i n n e r s to m o d e s t s n a c k s .
Sleepeating has potential haza r d s b e s i d e s p u t t i n g on too
m u c h weight: one p a t i e n t
a t t e m p t e d to e a t a m m o n i a
cleaning fluids, another one cigarettes. Sleepeaters have also
cut a n d b u r n e d t h e m s e l v e s
while p r e p a r i n g m e a l s . One
sleepeater dressed up for a dinner party, prepared dinner, and
t h e n ate, d r e a m i n g t h a t t h e
guests had arrived. Sleepeaters
also tend to be notorious slobs—
they never clean up after themselves.

- L ^ O V E TRIUMPHANT: After
40 years of marriage LeRoy and
Mary Vizneau (ages 82 and 72,
respectively) should have been
able to solve a little disagreem e n t over t h e TV b e i n g too
loud. They did. When he complained because Mary would not
turn down the set, she hit him
with a shoe, so LeRoy strangled
her with h i s b a r e h a n d s . He
covered Mary's body with an
afghan, put a pillow behind her
head, and went to bed. Perhaps
a l i t t l e m a r r i a g e counseling
might have helped . . .
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kissing crooks. Now, however,
when Donald and Cheryl do any
more kissing, t h e only t h i n g
between t h e m , at l e a s t for a
while, will be prison bars.
G , HOUL'S JEWELS: Neeromance is a Los Angeles jewelry store that sells items made
from human and animal bones.
Below is a price list for some of
its wares:
Human fingertip on silver hoop
earring: $6
Human tooth on silver hoop earring^
Chicken vertebrae necklace: $18
Human metacarpals Aland bones)
with crystal beads on a leather cord:
$35
Monkey taHbones and glass bead
necklace: $28
Prairie dog foot cm a leather cord
with camel bones and glass beads:
$25
Cat vertebrae an leather cord: $20
Skunk jaw on leather cord with
chicken vertebrae: $12
Camel bone necklace with human
hand bones and bronze beads: $65

[SSING
CROOKS:
K
Donald and Cheryl could barely
go a few feet, even in public,
without stopping to embrace
and kiss. Though they looked in
love, it was not with each other
as much as it was with money.
While smooching, they would
also w r a p a r o u n d a p a r k i n g
m e t e r while Donald, a locksmith, would open t h e meter
with a key and slip the money
to Cheryl, who h a d a bag
strapped to her body. Emptying
each set of double meters took
about 12 seconds of hugging
and kissing. They would go from
one m e t e r to a n o t h e r — h u g ,
kiss, and then walk away. "They
embraced, and t h e meter
seemed to disappear between
t h e m , " s a i d a New O r l e a n s
detective, who videotaped the
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HAVE MASS FOR T H E
PRAIRIE DOGS, TOO: Though
t h e p o p e ' s upcoming visit to
Denver will be good for local
business, it could be hazardous
to local prairie dogs. A papal
Mass, in which 400,000 participants are expected, is slated for
a recreation site that houses a
prairie dog colony, and environmentalists are concerned about
what 400,000 people converging
in one place could to do the anim a l s ' h a b i t a t . T h e Denver
Archdiocese might contract a
firm to suck out t h e p r a i r i e
dogs, refill the holes, move the
dogs to another location, and
then return them after the pope
leaves. Some have suggested
that it might be easier to move
the Mass instead.

B < 'OYS ONLY Though exact
figures are hard to find, there
a r e women who a b o r t , n o t
because of rape or incest, nor
because the fetus is deformed,
nor even as birth control—but
because the fetus is a female.
Sex-selection abortions, common overseas, is a reality in this
country, too, u s u a l l y among
Asian i m m i g r a n t s , who have
been known to abort if they discover that their fetus is a girl.
One wonders w h e r e t h e prochoice feminists are on this one.
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by Clifford Goldstein

The hidden theme of the
book of Job
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Now there was a day when the sons of God came to present themselves
before the Lord, and Satan came also among them. And the Lord said unto Satan,
Whence earnest thou? Then Satan answered the Lord, and said, Eram going to
and fro in the earth, and from walking up and dawn in it And the Lard said unto
Satan, Hast thou considered my servant Job, that there is none like him in the
earth, a perfect and an upright man, one that feareth God, and escheweth evil?
Then Satan answered the Lord, and said, Doth Job fear God for nought? Hast
thou not made an hedge about him, and about his house, and about all that he
hath on every side? thou hast blessed the work of his hands, and his substance is
increased in the land. But put forth thine hand now, and touch all that he hath,
and he will curse thee to thy face. And the Lord said unto Satan, Behold, all that
he hath is in thy power" (Job 1:6-12).

hen all that he had does
fall into Satan's power,
Job—"the greatest man in
the east," a man whom God
Himself called "perfect" and
"upright"—becomes a blubbering, sobbing, wailing wreck reduced to rags as
he sits amid ashes and mourns: "Let
the day perish wherein I was born,
and the night in which it was said,
There is a man child conceived Let
that day be darkness. . . . Why died I
notfrom the womb?"
Who could blame him? All his
accumulated wealth is swept away—
"seven thousand sheep, three thousand camels, five hundred yoke of
oxen, andfivehundred she asses, and
4 SHABBATSHALOM/January-March
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a very great household." The warmongering Sabeans,firststealing the
oxen and the she asses, put a sword
to his servants. Next,firevaporizes the
sheep and more domestics. Finally,
more marauders make off with the
camels, but not before they gut the
rest ofhis help!
"Why did I not die at birth?" Job
wails.
These trials merely pieamble Job's
woes. With seven sons and three
daughters, he had taken seriously the
biblical injunction to be fiuitfid and
multiply—yet a messenger brings
tragic news: "Your sons and daughters were eating and drinking wine in
their eldest brother's house and,

behold, a great wind came across the
wilderness and struck the four corners
of the house, and it fell upon the
young people, and they are dead."
Despite a lifetime cf prosperity and
happiness, in Just a Jew moments, all
that Job had and loved he lost. Who
could grasp the pain, the panic, the
confusion, that must have overwhelmed him? Then, when surely the
tragedies should have ended, Job's
skin erupts withfierceboils, "from the
sole ofhisfoot unto his crown "
Hot pus oozingfromhisflesh,Job
hunches amid the rums of life and
cries: "Oh that my grief were throughly weighed, and my calamity laid in
the balances together! For now it
would be heavier than the sand of the
sea."
Having numerous reason to abandon his religious beliefs, including a
wife who pressures him to "curse God,
and die," Job struggles to keep his
faith. No doubt, too, his soul as ransacked as his skin—this battered old
man, facing all this incentive to turn
awayfromhis God, asks the question
that has been asked since pain
dredged itsfirstfurrow upon a human
face: Why must men suffer? And
because it so boldly confronts this
question, the story of Job—millennia
after being scribbled on a scroll in
some ancient Near Eastern desert—is
still devoured by those who, seeking
relief have rubbed its pages on their
ownboUs.

A

mong the big names, Hegel,
Renan, Kierkegaard, Buber,
and Chesterton stand as just a
handful of t h e philosophers,
theologians, and biblical scholars who have probed Job in an
attempt to make sense of man's
seemingly senseless suffering.
Poet Archibald MacLeish based
his popular play J.B. on Job,
and H. G. Wells u s e d J o b to
form the nucleus of his novel
The Undying Fire. I n r e c e n t
years, evangelical writer Philip
Yancey, seeking answers as to
why humans suffer, h a s published much on the story of Job,
while Rabbi Harold Kushner,
asking similar questions, devoted a chapter to it in his bestselling When Bad
Things
Happen to Good People. And
yet, despite all this heavy theological, literary, and philosophical talent thrown at t h e book,
t h e y all m i s s e d one crucial
point.
Undoubtedly, the story of Job confronts the dilemma that worshipers
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of God have faced for millennia: If a
loving God exists in heaven, why are
we all such miserable wretches here
on earth?
Yet there's another strand to the
book of Job, one that all the heavies
read right over—and that is, religious liberty!
A central issue in the epic of Job
was religious liberty. Would Job worship God despite being pressured
not to? A wealthy man, Job had all
his material possessions destroyed
and his 10 children killed by a power
described as Satan, an evil being
who tried to stop Job from worshiping God. When that approach failed,
Job was smitten "with sore boils
from the sole of his foot unto his
crown" (Job 2:7). Still, Job refused to
turn from worshiping the Creator.
Whether or not one believes that
this story is factual, one point
hreiutably is: religious history reeks
with those who, like Satan in Job,
have tried to divert, alter, or destroy
the religious traditions and practice
of others. "It would be almost unbelievable," wrote Former Chief
Justice Walter Stacy, of the North
Carolina Supreme Court, "if history
did not record the tragic fact that
men have gone to war and cut each
other's throats because they could
not agree as to what was to become

of them after their throats were cut"
Former senator and ccmstitutional
scholar Sam Ervin wrote, "The most
heartrending story of history is that
of man's struggle against civil and
ecclesiastical tyranny for the simple
right to bow his own knees in his
own way before his own God."
And to break or at least to bend,
those who bow their own way, civil
and ecclesiastical tyrants have
employed economic and physical
means similar to what Satan used on
Job. "It is, indeed, better that men
should be brought to serve God by
instruction than by fear of punishment," said Augustine. "But because
the former means are better, the latter must not be neglected."
The latter hasn't been. Whether
in the Orient or the Occident,
Christian or Muslim, White or
Black—humans have suffered persecution for worshiping as they chose.
"Never in civilization," wrote historian Theodore White, "since the earliest ziggurats and temples went up
in the mud villages of prehistoric
Mesopotamia, Diasj there been any
state that left each individual to find
his waytoGod without the guidance
ofthe state."
The Old Testament book of
Daniel, for example, twice tells of
Hebrews who faced death, either by
fke or by lions, because they refused
to heed the state, which dictated
that they worship in a way contrary
to their own beliefs (Daniel 3, 6). In
the earliest days of the church,
Christians faced persecution from
heathen rulers; when Christians
became the rulers, however, they
persecuted the heathen. Eventually,
using both economic and physical
pressure, Christians repressed other
Christians as well. One imperial
edict issued by Constantine warned
nonorthodox sects of the economic
consequences of their continued
deviant faith: "AH ye who devise and
support heresies by means of your
private assemblies. . . . We have
directed accordingly that you be
deprived of all the houses in which
you are accustomed to hold your
assemblies."
For centuries the Jews have faced
various incentives, both economic
and physical, to change their worship. "Jews may engage only in the
work of street-sweepers and ragpickers," said Pope Paul IV in 1555,
"and may not be producers, merchants, nor trade in things necessary
for human use." Martin Luther, frustrated at his failed attempts at
Jewish evangelism, wrote that "all
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[the Jews'] ready money, gold and
silver jewelry should be confiscated," and that "young and healthy
Jews and Jewesses should be
equipped with flails, axes, mattocks,
spades, distaffs, and spindles and
should be compelled to earn their
livings by the sweat of their brows."
At various times, when economic
pressure didn't work Jews faced
more direct incentives: either worship as the church demanded—or
be killed.
Today nearly 300,000 Baha'is in
Iran face severe pressure to renounce
their faith, just as Satan wanted Job
to renounce his. Deprived of jobs,
schooling, protection of the law, and
sometimes even their lives, the
Baha'is suffer from a campaign of
institutionalized economic and physical discrimination, repression, and
persecution that has brought formal
Baha'i activitytoa halt
Obviously, Job exemplifies the
religious coercion that men have
faced for thousands of years. And
though millions have succumbed to
this pressure, Job refused. When
Satan destroyed all his possessions
and children, Job "arose, and rent
his mantie, and shaved his head,
and fell down upon the ground, and
worshipped" (Job 1:20). Even after
erupting in boils, Job still refused to
turn away from his God. When his
wife told him. to "curse God, and
die," Job retorted: "Thou speakest
as one of the foolish women
speaketh. What? shall we receive
good at the hand of God, and shall
we not receive evil?"
What kept Job from giving in?
Did God threaten him with worse
calamities if he turned away? Did
God warn, "If you think the devil is
doing a number on you, turn away
from Me and 111 make things so bad
you'll think the devil is your friend"?
No. Job worshiped God, not out
of fear, but out of love. So convinced
was he of God's goodness that Job
chose to remain faithful no matter
what His actions reveal the essence
of true worship: obedience bom out
of an intelligent appreciation of who
God is and what He is like.
The story never hints that God
applied any type of external pressure
on Job. Coerced faith is not the faith
that God wants, or accepts. God
wants allegiance that comes from love
only, which is why the Bible tells men
to "love the Lord thy God with all
thine heart, and with all thy soul, and
with all thy might" (Deuteronomy
6:5). An allegiance based on arrything
but love for God is as bogus as is a
6 SHABBATSHALOM/January-March
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marriage based on fear.
God claims this allegiance and
worship because He is the Creator—
a theme also emphasized in Job. In
the last chapters of the book God
stresses that He, not Job, was the
one who made the world: "Where
wast thou when I laid the foundations of the earth?" "Hast thou given
the horse his strength? hast thou
clothed his neck with thunder? . . .
Doth the hawk fly by thy wisdom,
and stretch her wings toward the
south? Doth the eagle mount up at
thy command, and make her nest on
high?" (Job 38:4; 39:19-27). Yet,
despite His creatorship, God did not
force Job to obey Him.
This theme of free will forms the
essence of true religious liberty. Two
centuries ago Thomas Jefferson,
understanding this principle, said
that God, though "being Lord both
of body and mind, yet chose not to
propagate it [religion] by coercions
on either, as was in his might power
to do." Jefferson warned also about
"fallible and uninspired men" who
assume "dominion over the faith of
others, setting up their own opinions
and modes of thinking as the only
true and infallible'' and then endeavor "to impose them on others."
If God Himself, t h e Creator,
doesn't impose "them on others,"
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then how dare men? Unfortunately,
men have dared—and endless innocent suffering, much like what Job
experienced, has been the fruit
Suffering, of course, remains elemental to the book of Job. Yet Job's
pain arose from the most basic religious liberty question: the right to
worship as one pleases. Religious liberty, therefore, stands as a crucial
strand in the book And linked with
religious liberty, even more important than tt, is the theme of faith, for
if Job's suffering exemplified anything—it was faith!
His own fetid flesh reeking like a
dead fish, Job resists pressure to
abandon his God- "But ask now the
beasts, and they shall teach thee; and
the fowls of the air, and they shall tell
thee: or speak to the earth, and it
shall teach thee: and the fishes of the
sea shall declare unto thee. Who
knoweth not in all these that the hand
of the Lord hath wrought this? In
whose hand is the soul of every living
thing, and the breath of all mankind"
(Job 12:7-10).
Despite everything, Job clings to,
maintains faith in, his God and—not
understanding the cause of his suffering—he nevertheless cries out:
"Though he slay me, yet I will trust in
him!" (Job 13:15). •
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HOUGH about 1,500 years
separate Job, possbly the
oldest book in the Bible,
from Revelation, possibly t h e
newest—they have m u c h in
common. Many elements in Job
are repeated in Revelation 1214, chapters that predict a lastday religious persecution similar to what Job endured.
First, in these chapters in
Revelation, as in Job, Satan
appears—this time symbolized as a
dragon: "The great dragon . . . that
old serpent, called the Devil, and
Satan" (Revelation 12:9).
The theme of God's CTeatorship,
and the worship He claims because
of that creatorship—is found in
Revelation, as it is in Job (see article): "Worship him that made heaven, and earth, and the sea, and the
fountains of waters," the book of
Revelation (14:6) declares. Here it
calls for followers who will, like Job,
not only believe in the Creator but
worship Him as well!
Unfortunately, just as Job faced
pressure to turn awayfromthis worship, these people will too.
Revelation 13 warns of a religiouspolitical power, called "the beast,"
that will use economic and physical
coercion to hijack the warship that
God alone deserves and divert it to
another source, described in
Revelation as "the image of the
beast" Warning about this power,
Revelation says that it causes "as
many as would not worship the
image" to "be killed" (Revelation
13:15).
Besides using physical coercion to
attempt to commandeer the worship
of God, this power will use economic
force as well: "And he causeth all,
both small and great rich and poor,
free and bond, to receive a mark in
their right hand, or in their foreheads: and that no man might buy or
sell, save he that had the mark"
(verses 16, 17). According to
Revelation, only those who worship
the image get this mark (a symbol
used to describe those who worship
the image of the beast), which allows
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them to buy and sell, while those
who worship the Creator will face
economic sanctions—and the threat
of death.
Perhaps the most important element Job and these people share in
common is not religious persecution,
but their steadfastness in the face of
it. When Satan attacked Job, the
Bible describes his response.
"Naked came I out of my mother's
womb, and naked shall I return
thither: the Lord gave, and the Lord
hath taken away; blessed be the
name of the Lord. . . . In all this Job
sinned not, nor charged God foolishly" (Job 1:21, 22). Later, after the
boils came, Job said, "What? Shall
we receive good at the hand of God,
and shall we not receive evil? hi all
this did not Job sin with his lips"
(Job 2:10).
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Scripture explains that "sin is the
transgression of the law [the Ten
Commandments]" (1 John 3:4).
Thus, Job kept the Ten Commandments regardless of the
attempts by Satan to make him
break them. Despite tremendous
economic and physical pressure, Job
worshiped the Creator and kept His
commandments!
This point—the one of Job's obedience to the law, and his worship of
the Creator amid economic and
physical coercion—links his experience to the people described in
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Revelation 12-14, who will worship
the Creator and obey His commandments even though, like Job, they
face economic and physical pressure
not to!
"And the dragon was wroth with
the woman [an Old and New
Testament symbol for God's people],
and went to make war with the remnant of her seed, which keep the
cornmandnients of God" (Revelation
12:17).
Referring to Job's stamina amid
suffering, James wrote, "Ye have
heard of the patience of Job" (James
5:11). Referring to God's faithful
people, who will suffer in a similar
manner as did Job, Revelation says,
"Here is the patience of the saints:
here are they that keep the commandments of God" (Revelation
14:12).
Revelation and Job, despite 15
centuries between them, have clear
parallels. Revelation confronts the
large religious and political issues
that the worshipers of the Creator
will face—while the book of Job presents the conflict as an individual
struggle. As in Job, an ungodly power
will use economic and physical coercion to trample upon a right so basic
that even God won't tread upon i t
the right to worship as one pleases.
Revelation teaches also that God will
have a people who will have
patience, who will endure, a people
who, like Job, will worship the
Creator and keep His commandments despite the terrible pressure
not to.
hi almost no other biblical books
is the theme of religious persecution
so pervasive as in Job, one ofthe oldest books (if not the oldest) in the
Bible, and in Revelation, one of the
newest (if not the newest). Maybe
God sandwiched almost everything
else between them in order to show
that from the earliest times, the
time of Job, to the end of time, the
time of Revelation 12-14, God's
faithful followers, those who worship
the Creator and keep His commandments should be prepared to face
persecution for doing so. C. G •
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by Jacques Doukan, Ph.D.

W h a t t h e Bible S a y s —
and Doesn't S a y — A b o u t
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HE biblical answer to suffering is revealed as a tension
between the rational and
the absurd, the tragic
and the hopeful. On one
hand, suffering is the logical consequence of a mistake, a transgression,
the punishment for sin; on the other,
it is an evil absurdity that strikes the
innocent unjustly
In the BMe, suffering is assumed.
One does not avoid it The Bible proposes no "opium of the people" to
squash pain. Suffering is a tragedy.
Yet in the Bible suffering is also
rejected and is, ultimately, annihilated.
How does Scripture reconcde
these tensions? Does it even try?
The R e a s o n f o r Suffering
The Bible depicts pain starting
with a human who committed a sin:
picking the forbidden fruit Though
for many the Eden story appears
naive and out of proportion for the
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sin committed, the Bible reveals
here the essence of all evil: in disobeying God, the first humans severed themselves from their Creator
and placed themselves at the helm
of their own destiny. Ever since,
human beings have tried to become
God, and this futile attempt has
caused tragic loss. All through the
Bible this nonsensical usurpation of
God is denounced. From Babel
(Genesis 11:1-9) to Saul (1 Samuel
15:12) to Nebuchadnezzar (Daniel
4), humans have tried to usurp
God's prerogatives.
r^adoxically, through this prohibition against eating from the tree,
God was offering liberty. God could
have decided not to forbid anything
(He was not short of trees), and people's existence would have still continued, but without free choice. By
this commandment God was not
limiting the freedom of humans; on
the contrary, He was inventing it
Nevertheless, by separating them-

selves from their Creator, humans
instantly lost contact with the source
of life and, as a result, became mortal. The Lord had warned: "hi the
day that thou eatest thereof thou
shalt surely die" (Genesis 2:17). To
become independent from God and
still believe that you will survive is
like chopping the branch upon
which you are sitting and still believing that you won't fall.
The Fall was not committed
behind locked doors. The whole
world, nature and humanity together, was affected. This link of
dependence between humans and
their environment, between people
and their posterity, constitutes one of
the fundamental principles of the
Bible. "One of the main ideas of the
Jewish tradition,'' said Andre Neher,
"is the importance of everything, of
each action, of each word, of each
thought of man. Nothing is indifferent Everything has weight Man in
reality knows that very well. But he
wants to escape from that terrible
responsibility."1
Humans are responsible for their
own misfortune. The Genesis narrative indicates this reality from the
start. As soon as men and women
disobey, all original harmony is broken Animal kingdom surges against
humans (Genesis 3:1, 13, 15), man
against woman (Genesis 3:12, 16,
17), nature against humans (Genesis
3:18, 19), and humans against God
(Genesis 3:8-10, 22-24). The ecological balance was upset because of
human beings. The same principle is
perceived in the biblical conception
of the Promised Land, which can
vomit out its sinful inhabitants
(Leviticus 18:25, 28). The iniquity of
Israelites who murder, rob, and commit adultery (Hosea 4:2) influences
the character of the country, which is
"mourn[ing], and every one that
dwelleth therein shall languish, with
the beasts of the field, and with the
fowls of heaven; yea, the fishes of the
sea also shall be taken away" (verse
3). AH suffering is interpreted here
as a direct effect of sin, or the just
punishment from on high. The logic
is implacable; nobody escapes it
The Absurdity of Suffering
However, the Bible presents also
a gratuitous side of suffering and evil
which are often depicted as unfair
and irrational. The Genesis narration
does not overlook this other dimension. The text does not indicate the
first cause of evil. We are not told
how and why the serpent was made
to oppose God and to tempt
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humans, nor what ignited in humans
their foolish disobedience. To the
question From where come evil and
the tempting serpent? the Genesis
narrative answers with silence.
While the text suggests that suffering has a reason, it also suggests that
it does not have one, that suffering
does not come from anywhere and is,
therefore, absurd.
hi fact, the first real suffering of
human beings, the first experience of
death, confirms this observation.
Abel, justice and innocence personified, is killed. He dies for nothing,
for he has committed no mistake;
and his death does not serve any
purpose, because he disappears
without a trace. The name he bears,
Abel, "vapor," reveals the empty,
illogical character of his tragic destiny.
The best Illustration of suffering,
of course, is Job. A key word in the
story is hinam, meaning "gratuitous." Job's suffering is judged
hinam by God Himself (Job 2:3).
Between the thesis of his three
friends, who plead in favor of the justice of God in order to explain suffering, and the thesis of Job, who
deems that there are no reasons for
suffering—the conclusion is categorical. God upholds the thesis of Job
and treats his friends as foolish "in
that ye have not spoken of me the
thing which is right, like my servant
Job" (Job 42:8).
In this perspective, suffering has
no reason to exist Suffering does not
serve any purpose, does not lead anywhere, and makes no sense (see
Psalm 10:1; 42:10; 44:25).
This observation inspires the dis-

abused reflection of Ecclesiastes.
Everything is vanity, precisely
because everything leads to death
and to suffering OScclesiastes 2:11).
Everything is also vanity because suffering is unjust and strikes everybody
03cclesiastes 9:11,12) and because it
is negative and carries with it nothing (Ecclesiastes 1:3).
The S o l u t i o n t o Suffering
In the Bible, suffering is presented as an indispensable element that
has its place in the logical scheme of
things. As a consequence of human
beings' sin, suffering is the chastisement and the necessary test that will
correct them and place them in the
right path. Here suffering is good
and makes sense.
Yet suffering is also presented as a
useless and mysterious element an
accident of history. The innocent
together with the culprit are stricken. Here suffering is unfair, gratuitous, and makes no sense (see Job
5:7).
But justified or not, suffering is
always suffering, and explaining it at
a human level does not solve anything. That is why, in the end, the
Bible deals with the problem of suffering in two ways.
First God's answer to suffering is
His own suffering. God suffers
already because of humans. God suffers when people commit iniquity
that separates them. One has an
insight already into this idea
through the o^estioning of God in
search for the first humans, when
He cried, "Where are you?"
(Genesis 3:10). God suffers for being
unable to find lost humans. Then,
before the Flood, the text is still
more explicit. "And God saw that
the wickedness of man was great in
the earth, and that every imagination
of the thoughts of his heart was only
evil ccmtinually. And it repented the
Lord . . ." (Genesis 6:5, 6). The Lord
says also: "Thou hast wearied me
with thine iniquities'' (Isaiah 43:24).
The Bible isfilledwith the lamentations of a God anguished because
of His people's sin (Isaiah 1:2, 3).
Abraham Heschel comments on this
last passage of Isaiah: "The words of
the prophet bear not on the anger of
God, but rather on the suffering of
God. The prophet pleads with us so
that we may understand the condition of a father who has been abandoned by his children."2
God also suffers when He sees
humans engaged in sin, not only
because sin will separate them from
Him, but also because He knows all
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the suffering that this iniquity brings.
At the same time, God suffers from
His incapacity to stop humans.
"Where are you?" He asked in the
garden. It seems as if humans were
now slipping away from His control.
God will not do anything that
infringes on people's free will, and
thus He suffers from seeing what
people do with their free will (see
Isaiah 63:9; Psalm 23:4).
But God goes even further. He
suffers for humans. He carries and
endures the sins of humans. The
Hebrew word nasa, which means
"to carry," is also used in the sense
of "to forgive" (Hosea 1:6). The
image here suggests that the forgiveness of sin necessarily involves the
suffering of God, who chooses to
carry the sins of His people. This
idea is admirably translated in the
famous passage of Isaiah 53, where
the suffering servant is described as
bearing the sins of the people, thus
providing for them forgiveness. "But
he was wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement of our peace
was upon him; and with his stripes
we are healed.... He bare the sin of
many" (Isaiah 53:5-12).
This particular principle gives the
sacrificial system its significance.
The animal carries the sins of the
people and thus ensures the forgiveness of sins OLeviticus 4:15, 20). The
biblical idea of forgiveness is thus
attached to the idea of suffering. And
as God is the only one capable of forgiving (Psalm 32:1, 2), suffering that
consists of carrying sins in view of forgiveness should be understood as
the suffering of God Himself.
God's final answer to suffering is
deliverance from it. Certainly, this
act of His can already be observed in
life and through history. God is
already the Saviour down here. He
became for humans a Saviour. His
ever-presence has protected them.
In His love and clemency He has
delivered them (see Isaiah 63:8,9).
The Bible is full of these miracles
of God, which overrides all rules and
makes humans automatically fall on
their knees and worship. The sick
are healed (Genesis 20:17; 2 Kings
20:5), the dead resurrected (2 Kings
13:21), the powerful enemy conquered OHxodus 15:1ff).Sometimes,
in the Bible, man is blessed by a
supernatural visit which surprises
him and ffluminates his path, making him feel high and happy. But
soon after, the healed becomes sick
again (Genesis 48:1), the resurrected
ends up dying (John 12:9), and
1 0 SHABBAT SHALOM/January-March
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Israel, after all the miracles, is
oppressed and dispersed (Daniel
1:1,2).
Job perfectly illustrates the
process. Beyond the miracle that has
restored Job to his first estate, death
awaits him. The book of Job ends
not with the miracle, but with the
death of the hero (Job 42:17). The
problem is therefore not solved within our present existence and history,
something that Job had understood.
To FJiphaz, the present has the key
answer to suffering (Job 15)—for Job
it's found only in the future (Job 19:
25-27). The future carries the real
solution to suffering. The prophet
Isaiah prophesies about the New
Jerusalem: "And the voice of weeping shall be no more heard in her,
nor the voice of crying" (Isaiah
65:19).
The book of Revelation repeats
the same vision: "And I John saw
the holy city, new Jerusalem. . . .
God himself shall be with them, and
be their God. And God shall wipe
away all tears from their eyes; and
there shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying" Gtevelation
21:2-4). To reach this point, however,
God starts all over again. The new
city is not the result of people's
progress. Instead, it is created by
God. So that suffering and death will
be no more, humans and the universe must go through the miracle of
creation. The only solution to suffering is the hope of that new city created by God. The solution is in the
future, and it depends only on the
Most High.
Conclusion
These biblical principles on the
problem of suffering teach three
1993

lessons. The first is that suffering
comes from iniquity. The principle is
verified at all levels, historical, ecological, physiological, etc. The smoker and the alcoholic will suffer in
their bodies and minds, and they
will make their famines and descendants sufier also.
The second is that suffering is not
the index, the proofs or measure of
iniquity. Just because iniquity produces suffering doesn't mean that all
suffering is the result of iniquity.
Some suffering comes without reason, explanation, or redeeming value.
The third lesson is that God
answers suffering—not only in the
present by His own sufferings, but
also in the future, by saving humans
from suffering. God suffers in the.
present because of the results of sin,
but also in the process of forgiveness
for it God will intervene in the future
to deliver people. The two responses
are linked: because God Himself is
suffering from suffering, He will
therefore save from suffering.
hi Qiristianity the tendency is to
emphasize the importance of the
suffering God OEphesians 2:16) at
the neglect of the powerful God who
delivers from suffering (Numbers
24:17), which the Jews have emphasized. Jewish and Christian traditions placed themselves in reaction
to each other, and each retreated in
its own area of emphasis. This difference has been expressed even in
theirrespectivesymbolism.
Christianity uses the cross to
emphasize salvation based on the
suffering and the forgiveness of God.
Judaism uses the star as a symbol,
emphasizing the hope founded on
justice and the power of God.
Actually, the theologies complement each other. The forgiveness of
a God who suffers leads to hope, and
hope can be acquired only through
the forgiveness and love of God. His
love and forgiveness do not go without His justice and power. The
Hebrew word tsedeka translates the
two notions.
Thus, the biblical truth implies
once more a principle of tension. The
problem of suffering would therefore
be a fruitful domain for Jewish and
Christian dialogue, for each one
would remind the other of missing
or neglected truth. •

Translated from French by Gerard
Latchman.
With permission of L'Olivier.
1
Andre Neher, Cle pour le judaisme,
ed.2Seghers (1977), p. 27.
Abraham Heschel, Prophets, p. 80.

by Benjamin Blumencrantz

The predictions of the book of Daniel don't
prove that the Messianic kingdom will
cone, but they give solid reasons to
trust that it will.
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"Never shall I forget that night," wrote Elie WieseL "that first night in the
camp, which has turned my life into one long night seven times cursed and
seven times sealed. Never shall I foiget that smoke. Never shall I forget the little
faces of the children, whose bodies I saw turned into wreaths of smoke beneath a
silent blue sky.
' 'Never shall I foiget those flames which consumed my faith forever.''

HOUGH I was born 10 years after
the ovens cooled, ashes simmered
in my soul. Time, instead of dousing
the cinders, fanned them. I
had buried myself in bitterness, shook red fists at the heavens,
and scorned belief in a benevolent
Creator. For me, God was the final
victim of the Holocaust And if God
died, who needed the Messiah?
Yet when I humbled myself, when
I admitted my own needs, and
reached out for truth—I then
learned to love and trust the God of
my fathers, even if I couldn't always
reconcile Him with their history.
There are ragged edges, corners
that don't fit as tightiy as I would

like, but beyond the smoke and ash,
I can see the Messianic promise for
the Jews have been waiting for
which centuries. And one place
where it is powerfully revealed is in
the prophecy of Daniel 2.
The D r e a m
About 2,500 years ago, when the
Jews were wrenched from their land
and the First Temple burned, the
Lord gave Nebuchadnezzar, king of
Babylon, a message that has
resounded through millennia after
the king and his mighty kingdom
withered into dust "And in the second year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar Nebuchadnezzar dreamed
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dreams; and his spirit was troubled,
and his sleep broke from him"
(Daniel 2:1).*
Though impressed by his dream,
the king couldn't remember it, so he
called for all the priests and
prophets of Babylon and challenged
them to reveal the dream. When
they were unable, the king "commanded to destroy all the wise men
of Babylon" (verse 12).
Daniel and his three companions,
Hebrew captives in Babylon, were
classed among the wise men of
Babylon and, therefore, were
doomed as well.
"Then Daniel went to his house,
and made the thing known to
Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah, his
companions; that they might ask
mercy of the God of heaven concerning this secret; that Daniel and his
companions should not perish with
the rest of the wise men of Babylon"
(verse 17).
"In a vision of the night" (verse
19) the information was revealed to
Daniel, who then came before the
king and declared: "There is a God
in heaven that revealeth secrets, and
He hath made known to the king
Nebuchadnezzar what shall be in
the end of days" (verse 28).
Daniel then told the king that he
saw a "great image," frightful in its
appearance. "Its head," said Daniel,
"was of fine gold, its breast and its
arms of silver, its belly and its thighs
of brass, its legs of iron, its feet part
of iron, and part of clay" (verses 32,
33). Eventually the king saw a giant
stone "cut out without hands" that
"smote the image upon its feet that
were of iron and clay, and broke
them in pieces" (verse 34). "Then
was the iron, the clay, the brass, the
silver, and the gold, broken . . . and
became like the chaff of the summer
threshing-floors; and the wind carried them away, so that no place was
found for them; and the stone that
smote the image became a great
mountain, and filled the whole
earth" (verse 35).
So confident was the prophet
Daniel that he had given a true representation of the dream that he
added: "This is the dream; and we
will tell the interpretation thereof
before the king" (verse 36). Indeed,
if Daniel could reveal the king's own
dream, interpreting it would be a
snap.
The Initial Interpretation
Daniel continued: "Thou, O king,
king of kings, unto whom the God of
heaven hath given the kingdom, the
12 SHABBAT SHALOM/January-March

power, and the strength, and the
glory; . . . thou art the head of gold"
(verses 37,38).
As gold is the finest of all metals,
so Babylon was the richest and most
magnificent of all empires. Its capital, the city of Babylon, is designated
in the Scriptures as "the golden
city," "a golden cup," "the lady of
kingdoms."
But its days were not endless:
"And after thee shall arise another
kingdom inferior to thee" (verse 39).
As silver is inferior to gold, so the
succeeding world empire, MedoPersia, represented by the breast
and arms of silver, was to be inferior
to Babylon.
"And another third kingdom of
brass [shall arise], which shall bear
rule over all the earth" (verse 39).
Greece conquered Medo-Persia and
became the third world empire, thus
fulfilling this prophecy. In the eighth
chapter of Daniel, verses 20 and 21,
Greece, wliich conquered MedoPersia, is designated by name, and
mention is made of its "first king"
(Alexander the Great), who would
lead ittoworld dominion.
History testifies to the accurate
fulfillment of this prophecy: "He
[Darius III] was beaten at the
Granicus, beaten at Issus, beaten at
Arbela [331 B.C.E.], and then killed
in flight by one of his satraps.
Alexander [the Great] thentookpossession of his empire, and henceforth the Greek race supplanted the
Persians in the part they had played
for two centuries as the mling power
of the world" (Henry S. Williams,
The Historians' History of the World,
vol. 2, p. 631).
But it didn't end there. "And the
fourth kingdom shall be strong as
iron; forasmuch as iron breaketh in
pieces and beateth down all things;
and as iron that crusheth all these,

We're

shall it break in pieces and crush"
(Daniel 2:40).
Only one empire fits: Rome. In
describing the Roman conquests,
the historian Edward Gibbon,
though a skeptic, employs symbols
used by Daniel. He says: "The arms
of the [Roman] republic, sometimes
vanquished in battle, always victorious in war, advanced with rapid
steps to the Euphrates, the Danube,
the Rhine, and the ocean; and the
images of gold, or silver, or brass,
that might serve to represent the
nations and their kings, were successively broken by the iron monarchy
of Rome" (The History of the Decline
and Fall of the Roman Empire, Vol.
in,p.365).
F e e t and T o e s
Proceeding, Daniel then said, as
he passed on from the gold, silver,
brass, and the iron of the image:
"And whereas thou sawest the feet
and toes, part of potters' clay, and
part of iron, it shall be a divided
kingdom; but there shall be in it of
the firmness of the iron . . . mixed
with miry clay" (verse 41).
Acanrting to this prophecy, even
mighty Rome was to disintegrate.
Between the years 351 and 476 C.E.,
the Roman empire was fragmented
by the invasion of barbarian hordes
from the north. These nations—the
Alemanni, the Heruli, the Vandals,
the Ostrogoths, the Visigoths, the
Franks, the Lombards, the Suevi,
the Anglo-Saxons, and the
Burgundians—established their
kingdom upon Western Rome's
ruins. Most of these kingdoms exist
in Europe today: England (AngloSaxons), France (Franks), Italy
Otombards), Portugal (Suevi), Spain
(Visigoths), Switzerland (Burgundians), Germany (Alemanni).
Over the centuries, numerous
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attempts have been made to weld
the heterogeneous fragments into a
vast world empire. Charlemagne,
Charles V, and Louis XIV all tried.
Napoleon Bonaparte died on the isle
of St. Helena, a disillusioned
monarch, his hopes of world dominion shattered. Kaiser Wilhelm II
tried to establish a world empire
when he hurled his army against
Belgium and started World War I.
Adolf Hitler tried wrhen he
unleashed World War II. All these
dreams of world conquest were
doomed to failure. Even the efforts to
unify Europe today look shaky.
Yugoslavia is in tatters, and
Czechoslovakia is about to split
The prophet continues: "And
whereas thou sawest the iron mixed
with miry clay, they shall mingle
themselves by the seed of men; but
they shall not cleave one to another,
even as iron doth not mingle with
clay" (verse 43).
What could not be attained by
force would be attempted by intermarriage—the mingling of "the seed
of men." The custom of intermarrying had become so universal that
World War I had been called a "family quarrel." The king of England, the
czar of Russia, and the king of
Greece were first cousins of the
kings of Norway and Denmark, and
first cousins of each other, all five
being grandsons of Christian IX of
Denmark King George V of England
and Kaiser Wilhelm B of Germany'
were cousins. The former czarina of
Russia, the queen of Norway, and
the queen of Greece were all grandchildren of Queen Victoria of
England and, therefore, first cousins.
The kaiser of Germany and Queen
Sophie of Greece were brother and
sister.
Despite this mterrnarrying, or
"mingling" of "the seed of men," as
the prophet calls it—the union of
Europe, the cementing of the broken
fragments, will never occur because
the Lord declares that "they shall not
cleave one to another, even as iron
doth not mingle with clay." These
seven words of divine forecast have
outlined the course of history since
the fall of the Roman Empire and
have explained the shattered, imperialistic ambitions of dictators for the
past 14 centuries.
The Messianic Kingdom
Referring to the nations of
Western Europe, Daniel continued:
"And in the days of those kings shall
the God of heaven set up a kingdom,
which shall never be destroyed; nor

Because Daniel has been so correct

in

everything so f a r — h o w foolish not to
trust h i m for w h a t he p r o m i s e s will
the great M e s s i a n i c k i n g d o m of
shall the kingdom be left to another
people; it shall break in pieces and
consume all these kingdoms, but it
shall stand for ever. Forasmuch as
thou sawest that a stone was cut out
of the mountain without hands, and
that it broke in pieces the iron, the
brass, the clay, the silver, and the
gold; the great God hath made
known to the king what shall come
to pass thereafter; and the dream is
certain, and the interpretation thereof sure" (verses 44,45).
Dr. Joseph Klausner, a Jewish
scholar, writes: "Almost all of Daniel
is Messianic in spirit; but chapters 2,
6-9, and 12 are Messianic in
essence" (The Messianic Idea in
Israel, p. 228).
Inferring to Daniel 2:44 in particular, he says: "This kingdom is the
worldwide Messianic kingdom"
(ibid.).
hi his comment on Daniel 2:44,
Dr. Judah J. Slotki identifies this
final kingdom as "the Messianic
kingdom" (Daniel, Ezra, and
Nehemiah [Soncino Press, London:
1966], p. 19. And he explains the
stone mentioned in verse 45 as
this: "The Messianic kingdom
hinted at in the preceding verse"
(ibid.).
In the Midrash Rabbah, on
Numbers (chap. 13, sect 14), a question was asked concerning what is
said in Psalm 89:26 as follows: "Hew
do we know the same concerning the
King Messiah?" In the response,
Psalm 72:8 and Daniel 7:14 are cited
plus Daniel's statement that "the
stone that smote the image became a
great mountain, and filled the whole
earth (Dan. 2:35)."
Both ancient and modem Jewish
scholars have taught that the kingdom that the God ofheaven shall set
up on earth in the last days—as
described in Daniel 2—will be the
universal, everlasting dominion of
King Messiah!

come:

God.

The P r o m i s e
Daniel 2 is dated about 500 years
before the Common Era. How could
he have written that chapter without
supernatural aid? No amount of
genius, extrapolation, or guesswork
could have produced such a clear
delineation of the future. We're not
talking Jeane Dixon predicting the
next Hollywood divorce. We are dealing with the history of the world laid
out thousands of years before the
events!
Babylon came and went just as
Daniel predicted. Media-Persia
came and went just as Daniel predicted. Greece came and went just
as Daniel predicted. Pagan Rome
came and went just as Daniel predicted. And Rome divided into other
nations, weak and strong, just as
Daniel predicted. And despite tanks,
treaties, and intermarriage, it has
remained divided, just as Daniel predicted.
Because Daniel has been so correct in everything so far—how foolish
not to trust him for what he promises will come: the great Messianic
kingdom of God, "which shall never
be destroyed."
Of course, Daniel doesn't turn Elie
Wiesel's night into day. It doesn't
answrer all the questions. What
Daniel does do, however, is point to
God's sovereignty over the nations
and the Olam-Haba, the world-tocome—the promised Messianic
kingdom.
Andfinally7,not only does Daniel
point to that kingdom, but by its
sweeping prediction of world history—centuries before the events—it
gives powerful evidence to believe
that it will indeed be established. •
*Texts in this article are from The
Holy Scriptures According to the
Masoretic Text: A New Translation
(Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society
of America, 1917).
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There's Only One Way to Ease It
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N EVERY culture, language, and
nation, people have an inexpressible craving for something more
than they already possess. The
things of the world do not satisfy
their longing. They seek for more, yet
no matter what they acquire, the
houses they build, the cars they
drive, the relationships they enjoy—
something's missing, always.
Why?
Because the Lord has placed in
all of us a void that He alone can fill.
He is pleading with us to seek for
those things that alone can give
peace and rest—the grace of
Hashem, thejoy of holiness. Through
influences seen and unseen, the Lord
is constantiy at work to attract us
from the unsatisfying pleasures of sin
to the infinite blessings that may be
ours in Him. To all these souls, who
are vainly seeking to drink from the
broken cisterns of this world, He
cries: "Whosoever shall call on the
name of the Lord shall be delivered"
(Joel 2:32).
You who long for something better
than this world should recognize
this longing as the voice of God to
1 4 SHABBAT SHALOM/January-March
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your soul. Ask Him to reveal Himself
to you in infinite love His perfect
purity. One ray of the glory of God,
one gleam of the purity of Hashem
penetrating the soul makes every
spot of defilement painfully distinct,
and lays bare the deformity and
defects of the human character. It
makes apparent the unhallowed
desires, the infidelity of the heart,
the emptiness of life without the
knowledge of God. The sinner's acts
of disloyalty in making void the written Torah of God are exposed to his
sight and his spirit is stricken and
afflicted under the searching influence of God. He loathes himself as
he views the pure, spotless character
ofHashem.
When the prophet Daniel beheld
the glory surrounding the heavenly
messenger that was sent unto him,
he was overwhelmed with a sense of
his own weakness and imperfection.
Describing the effect of the powerful
scene, he says, "There remained no
strength in me: for my comeliness
was turned in me into corruption,
and I retained no strength" (JJaniel
10:8). The soul thus touched will

hate its selfishness, abhor its selflove, and will seek, through
Hashem's righteousness, for the
purity of heart that is in harmony
with the written Torah of God and
His character. Here alone he will
find the satisfaction he craves.
God does not regard all sins as of
equal magnitude; there are degrees
of guilt in His estimation, as well as
in that of man; but however trifling
this or that wrong act may seem in
the eyes of men, no sin is small in
the sight of God. Man's judgment is
partial, imperfect; but God estimates
all things as they really are. The
drunkard is despised and is told
that his sin will exclude him from
heaven; while pride, selfishness, and
covetousnesstoooften go unrebuked.
But these sins are especially offensive to God; for they are contrary to
the benevolence of His character.
He who falls into some of the grosser
sins may feel a sense of his shame
and poverty and his need of the
grace of Hashem; but pride feels no
need, and so it closes the heart
against God and the infinite blessings He gives, and thus is left to shallow pursuits that can never fill the
void within.
If you see your sinfulness, do not
wait to make yourself better. How
many there are who think they are
not good enough to come to Hashem.
Do you expect to become better
through your own efforts? "Can the
Ethiopian change his skin, or the
leopard his spots? then may ye also
do good, that are accustomed to do
evil" (Jeremiah 13:23). There is help
for us only in God. We must not wait
for stronger persuasions, for better
opportunities, or for holier tempers.
We can do nothing of ourselves. We
must come to the Lord just as we
ate.
Beware of procrastination. Do not
put off the work of forsaking your
sins and seeking purity of heart.
Here is where thousands upon thousands have erred to their eternal
loss. There's no need to dwell upon
the shortness and uncertainty of life;
but there is a terrible danger—a danger not sufflciendy understood—in
delaying to yield to the pleading
voice of God, in choosing to live in
sin; for such this delay really is. Sin,
however small it may be esteemed,
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can be indulged in only at the peril of
infinite loss. What we do not overcome will overcome us and work out
our destruction
Every act of transgression, every
neglect or rejection of the grace of
Hashem, is reacting upon yourself; it
is hardening the heart, depraving
the will, benurnbing the understanding, and not only making you less
inclined to yield, but less capable of
yielding, to the tender pleading of
God.
Many are quieting a troubled conscience with the thought that they
can change a course of evil when
they choose; that they can trifle with
the invitations of mercy, and yet be
again and again impressed. They
think that after doing despite to
God's grace, after casting their influence on the side of evil, in a moment
of terrible extremity they can change
their course. But this is not so easily
done. The experience, the education,
of a lifetime, has so thoroughly
molded the character that few then
desire to receive the image of
Hashem.
Even one wrong trait of character,
one sinful desire, persistently cherished, will eventually neutralize all
the power of God in our lives. Every
sinful indulgence strengthens the
soul's aversion to God. The man who
manifests an infidel hardihood, or a
stolid ^difference to divine truth, is
butreapingthe harvest of that which
he has himself sown. In all the
Tenach no more fearful warning
against trifling with evil exists than
the words that the sinner "shall be

holden with the cords of his sins"
(Proverbs 5:22).
The Lord is ready to free us from
sin, but He does not force the will;
and ifby persistent transgression the
will itself is wholly bent on evil, and
we do not desire to be set free, if we
will not accept His grace, what more;
can He do? We have destroyed ourselves by our determinedrejectionof
His love.
"Man looks on the outward
appearance, but the Lord looks on
the heart"—the human heart, with
its conflicting emotions of joy and sorrow; the wandering, wayward heart,
which is the abode of much impurity
and deceit; the aching heart, longing
for something better. He knows its
motives, its very intents and purposes. Go to Him with your soul all
stained as it is. like the psalmist,
throw its chambers open to the allseeing eye, exclaiming, "Search me,
O God, and know my heart try me,
and knowr my thoughts: and see if
there be any wicked way in me, and
lead me in the way everlasting"
(Psalm 139:23,24).
Many accept an intellectual religion, a form of godliness, when the
heart is not cleansed. Let it be your
prayer, "Create in me a clean heart,
O God; and renew a right spirit within me" (Psalm 51:10). Deal truly
with your own soul. Be as earnest, as
persistent as you would be if your
mortal life were at stake. Seek God
more diligently than you would any
earthly goal. This is a matter to be
settled between God and your own
soul, settled for eternity. A supposed
hope, and nothing more, will prove
your ruin.
Study God's Tenach prayerfully.
That Word presents before you, in
the Torah of God, the great principles of holiness. It convicts of sin; it
plainly reveals the way of salvation,
the way of fulfillment Give heed to it
as the voice of God speaking to your
soul. Through tt, you will come to a
deeper knowledge of the Lord, who
alone can satisfy the longings of your
being. He alone can fill the gap that
all the money, loves, and material
possessions never can. He alone can
soothe the tremors of your conscience, andfillthe gap that all men
without Him carry wtithin their
hearts. •
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